PROBLEM
Technology gives us the power to
spend money at the tap of a button.
Because of this, money has become
so intangible that its causing serious
debt problems.

SOLUTION
Create an app that’s got your back.
One that can give you razor sharp
foresight into your spending habits
& help you make better decisions
when you are in the trenches.

THE USER

USER PROFILE

Meet Daniel.
Daniel is 22, getting his BFA in Visual Communication at the School of the Art
Institute in Chicago. He is financially independent, no longer receiving regular
support from his family, so he works as a freelance graphic designer while in
school. This helps to bridge the gap between his expenses and his student loans.
Daniel tries to keep his financial situation in check but is not one that the banks give
much love to since he does not have a regular income. In fact, one could make the
claim that banks prey on him, seeing him as not so financially savvy, and hoping he
screws up so they can profit from late fees and overdraft charges. Not cool. Let’s
show Daniel the light.

user profile
$6840

DANIEL’S FINANCES

$6000

$4240
$4000

D’s Finances

NET WORTH

$0
nov

oct

sept

aug

july

june

may

april

mar

feb

january

By tracking Daniel’s inputs and outputs over
the past year, we are able to spot trouble
areas for him and begin to build tools that
give him time to make the best decisions.

$2000

december

Daniel gives himself a weekly budget to
regulate spending but his freelance income
varies so he has trouble making sure his
financial aid lasts through dry spells.

ACCOUNT
BALANCE

-$2000

CREDIT CARD BALANCE

-$2100

-$2700

-$3670
-$4000

THE STRATEGY

STRATEGY

CHANGE how people view their funds and

expenses beyond the current moment they live in by
thinking by focusing on
>

Time

>

Control [ flexibility vs. fixed spending]

>

Forward Thinking [planned vs. unplanned)

>

Reward Financial Planning

[their past, present & future selves]

STRATEGY

Time
PAST SELF
Financial planners typically gain insight from looking at someone’s past
financial history so a portion of our app will be dedicated to cataloguing the
past to spot trends in income and spending

PRESENT SELF
How you spend money every day adds up to where you and your funds will
be tomorrow. Our app will help you recognize the kinds of inputs and outputs
you have so you can make better spending choices in the moment.

FUTURE SELF
Being able to project how your financial situation will be and recognizing
future needs to save for help influence your choices today for a better
tomorrow. Our app will help visualize what that future looks like and
personifies it so you can think of how your actions today help your future self.

STRATEGY

Fixed vs. Flexible
Many people try to make budgets but have a tough
time understanding where they have wiggle room. Our
app will help them divide up the kind of transactions
they have into fixed or flexible transactions.

FIXED EXPENSE
An expense that happens at regular intervals
for a set amount, possibly from an external
party, like rent. Visually we show this as a solid
red triangle.

FLEXIBLE EXPENSE
An expense that has some flexiblity, either on when
it happens or for an amount that can change, such
as a weekly food budget or weekend stipend.
Visually we show this as an open red triangle.

FIXED INCOME
An example of fixed income would be a set
amount at a fixed date, such as when Daniel
receives his student loan check. He doesn’t have
control over how much or when he gets it.
Visually we show this as a solid green triangle.

FLEXIBLE INCOME
Flexible income includes Daniel’s freelance checks.
He doesn’t know exactly when he’ll get them or for
how much they will be, but knowing estimations
of when they happen, based on past records, can
help motivate Daniel to wait for them to make an
unplanned purchase. Visually we show this as an
open green triangle.

STRATEGY

Fixed vs Flexible
The idea of Fixed vs Flexible carries over into how you
categorize the kind of things you budget for as well. By
being able to designate what items are things you can’t
live without, it is easier to see what things you can.

FIXED CATEGORY
A good example of this would be paying for housing or
tuition. If he doesn’t have the funds for these things, there are
serious or financial consequences, like getting evicted or
being charged a penalty. Visually locking these categories
helps Daniel prioritize where his funds should go.

FLEXIBLE CATEGORY
A flexible category is one that has wiggle room or does not
have consquences if not met, such as if Daniel doesn’t have
funds to get his hair cut one month, he won’t be charged by
his barber. Visually these categories appear open.

STRATEGY

Planned vs. Unplanned
The app will help users recognize if the purchases they make are planned
or unplanned when categorizing transactions. This will help identify kinds of
spending trends and if categories should be adjusted to accomodate them.
The app will also facilitate planning for future expense by calculating
savings plans when savings targets are created.

STRATEGY

Financial Planning Interactions = Rewards
As a way to incentivize our users to engage in their financial planning,
our app will give away a $1 lotto ticket for every 100 points accumulated
or give away discounts. Activities that earn points are:

> Consulting the app before making a purchase
> Categorizing spending after purchases
> Engaging with future planning scenarios

[buy now or later]

STRATEGY ROADMAP

THE PLANNING

content lists & FLOW CHART

activity diagrams: starting the app
Sign-up & Profile

Making Initial Categories

activity diagrams: CATALOGING THE PAST
Make a Budget

Categorize Spending

activity diagrams: FORECASTING THE FUTURE

NINJA FINANCE

BUY NOW OR LATER: Immediate Purchase
about to make a purchase?

how much?

is this a planned expense?

Y

great! what category should
we pull up to track?

show moken pile filler.

Not sure?
N
show current
[allocated] balance
and short-term
forecaster with fixed
INs & Outs marked and
varable expense sliders

find a way to
buy now

show short-term
forecaster with fixed
INs & Outs marked and
varable expense sliders
adjust sliders
(time or amt.)

show categories
& budgets

FUTURE SELF = )
reward 20 pts for sticking
to your plan. Go Ninja

wait til later:
show next expected
INPUT date/range

Snap a picture for later
& set date (optional)

FUTURE SELF = )
congrats you’ll get 20 pts for
waiting til then.
Go Ninja foresight.

reward 10 pts for planning

FUTURE: Plan to Save

activity diagrams: FORECASTING THE FUTURE
FUTURE: Spending Scenario Planner

WIREFRAMES: CATALOGING THE PAST
Sign-up/Setup Profile

WIREFRAMES: CATALOGING THE PAST
Categorizing a Receipt

WIREFRAMES: CATALOGING THE PAST
Budgeting

Making Initial Categories

WIREFRAMES: CATALOGING THE PAST
Trends

WIREFRAMES: FORECASTING THE FUTURE
Forecast Horizon

Spending Planner

Increased Fixed Expense

WIREFRAMES: FORECASTING THE FUTURE
Spending Scenario Planner: Fixed Expense

WIREFRAMES: FORECASTING THE FUTURE
Spending Scenario Planner: Fixed Expense

WIREFRAMES: FORECASTING THE FUTURE
Spending Scenario (short-term) “Buy Now or Later?”

WIREFRAMES: FORECASTING THE FUTURE
Spending Scenario (short-term) “Buy Now or Later?”

FUTURE: Plan to Save

THE EXPERIENCE

MONEY

NINJA

financial defense in your pocket

MONEY NINJA OVERVIEW

logo / main menu

MONEY

NINJA

financial defense in your pocket

MONEY

NINJA

Track
Spending

Account

Spending
Planner

Trends

Budgets

Buy NOW
or LATER

financial defense in your pocket

Home

History

Account

Forecast

Settings

SIGN-UP/SETUP PROFILE

setup

Questionnaire= Lifestyle spending profile & categories

LET’S GET STARTED

TELL US ABOUT YOURSELF

i. SURvEy

ii. SURvEy

Please input your information. This will
help determine your age group.

OCCUPATION

TELL US ABOUT YOURSELF

FINANCIAL SUPPORT
ON MY OWN

FREELANCER

DANIE

STUDENT LOANS

STUDENT

LIVING SITUATION

LAST NAME

EDUCATION

ON CAMPUS

COLLEGE

AGE

UNDERGRADUATE

ADDRESS

COLLEGE ZIP CODE

TRANSPORTATION
BUS

NAME OF UNIVERSITY

STATE
CANCEL

ROOMMATES

SAVE & NEXT

Daniel starts by putting in his information in
the survey and the app starts syncing his
account balance in order to automatically
create accurate categories and budgets for
his age group.

CANCEL

SAVE & NEXT

By using the sliders left and right, Daniel
can scroll on the categories until he gets to
the ones that will help the app determine
his income, location, and other factors.

BIKE

CANCEL

SAVE & NEXT

Daniel continues to use the sliders to help
the app determine his financial spendings,
particular housing situations, and other
categories.

LIFESTYLE SPENDING PROFILE WITH CROWD-SOURCING DATA

setup

questionaire= lifestyle spending profile & categories
(continued)

LIFESTYLE SPENDING

iii. SURvEy

iv. SURvEy

Select the movie that best matches your
lifestyle spending.

ERiCAN PiE

SoCiAL NETWoRK

CANCEL

LIFESTYLE SPENDING

ANimAL Ho

SAVE & NEXT

Daniel continues into a movie survey
that helps us determine his overall
habits as a person. At the same time,
it is a way to entertain the user while
accurately pinpointing his habits.

moviE: SoCiAL NETWoRK

ALbRiGHT

mARK ZUCKERbERG

CANCEL

dUSTiN

SAVE & NEXT

We finally get to the subcategory of the
movie survey to narrow down his most
relateable character’s spending habits of
the particular movie.

MAKING INITIAL CATEGORIES

Making Initial Categories

CATEGORIES

CATEGORIES

CATEGORIES

Welcome to your CATEGORIES Daniel

Other

15%

Welcome to your CATEGORIES Daniel

Discretionary

40%

Tuition

19%

Room
& Board

MY GRUB

MY GRUB

Select
and edit to match
MY PAD
how you spend your
MY TECH
money.

MY PAD

MY ROUTE

MY ROUTE

Receive
MY FUN 5 points each
time your spending
MY STYLE
matches your categories.

MY FUN

MY SMARTS

MY SMARTS

MY TECH

MY STYLE

26%

GOT IT

Based on answers profile is a midwestern,
on-campus, mid-sized college, student

CANCEL

Home

History

SAVE & NEXT

Account

Forecast

Settings

Daniel lands on an overall piechart profile
based on the answers from before. If this is
correct, he will move on to categorization,
but if not accurate, he will go back to the
survey pages.

EDIT

Home

History

EDIT

SAVE & NEXT

Account

Forecast

Settings

The more Daniel matches his spending
with his categories he creates, he will receive more points towards a lotto ticket.

Home

History

SAVE & NEXT

Account

Forecast

Settings

Automatically put into categorizes
that reflects commonly used college
terms, Daniel can easily edit his categories as well as his subcategories.

fixed vs. flexible categories

Fixed vs. Flexible Categories

CATEGORIES

FIXED vs. FLEXIBLE

FIXED vs. FLEXIBLE

MY GRUB

MY GRUB

Welcome to your CATEGORIES Daniel

GROCERIES

MY GRUB
GROCERIES

GROCERIES
What
do the locks mean?

LATE NIGHT MUNCHIES

LATE NIGHT MUNCHIES

LATE NIGHT MUNCHIES

CONVENIENCE

CONVENIENCE

Fixed [Lock]

CONVENIENCE

In order to help you prioritize, you
can lock categories. A good gauge to
DELIVERIES
use the lock is if there are serious
consequences if funds are not
available for this kind of expense,
such as getting evicted or being
charged a penalty.

DELIVER

DELIVERIES

Flexible [Unlock]
Flexible spending reserved for
spending that has little to no
consequence if funds available for
this kind of spending.
GOT IT
EDIT

Home

History

EDIT

SAVE & NEXT

Account

Forecast

Settings

Since Daniel usually spends a lot on things
not too common to other people, he can
edit and write terms fit for his use.

Home

History

Account

Forecast

Settings

The fixed vs. flexible idea comes into
play as he determines which categories
he must have at certain times of the
week compared to categories that are
not as crucial to spend on.

Home

History

SAVE & NEXT

Account

Forecast

Settings

To further this idea, each subcategory
has a lock that illustrates his fixed and
flexible decisions, ultimately helping him prioritize the more essential
spending in his life.

Setting Budgets

Setting Budgets

BUDGET ‘FIXED vs. FLEXIBLE’
Fill in the amounts you know (ie. rent)
and we’ll use the average to start the
mark ‘fixed vs. flexible’.

SETTING BUDGET

EDITING BUDGETS

EDIT ALL

MY GRUB

$360

/month

MY GRUB
GROCERIES

$20

LATE NIGHT MUNCH

$30

CONVENIENCE

$50

DELIVERIES

$80
$200

$35/50

$50/80

GRoCERiES

CoNvENiENCE

dELivERiES

$50 / 8
DELIvERIES

$15/30
LATE NiGHT
mUNCHiES

dELivERiES

MY PAD
MY TECH
EDIT

Home

History

SAVE & NEXT

Account

Forecast

Settings

Daniel has the ability to edit his budget
and to determine if the category is fixed or
flexible.

EDIT

Home

History

EDIT

SAVE & NEXT

Account

Forecast

Settings

After inputs of budget values, we see a
visual illustration to understand how much
money he is allowed to use for each category and how much he has spent on it
already. Fixed expenses remains locked as
a maximized bar.

Home

History

SAVE & NEXT

Account

Forecast

Settings

Daniel can select certain bars and edit
his budget, which will increase or decrease the total number of gray bars.

Categorizing Receipts

Categorizing Receipts

TRACK SPENDING

RECEIPT OVERVIEW

ADD RECEIPT

THIS YEAR

TRANSACTIONS
CATEGORY

AMOU

NOV 14

Sarpino’s

DELIVERY

$26.00

NOV 14

Orbitz Gum

CONVEN.

$1.25

NOV 14

CTA Ticket

BUS

$5.00

NOV 14

CTA Ticket

BUS

$5.00

NOV 13

CTA Ticket

BUS

$5.00

NOV 13

CTA Ticket

BUS

$5.00

NOV 13

CTA Ticket

BUS

$5.00

NOV 13

CTA Ticket

BUS

$5.00

Home

History

Account

Forecast

2011

NOV

DESCRIPTION

DATE

ADD RECEIPT

15

NOV 15

TAKE A PHOTO

Settings

Daniel can see his overall transactions in
list form as well in the form of a piechart
or graph through other button choices. He
wants to categorize a receipt and presses
add receipt.

SEE BUDGET

MAIN MENU

[ 3 UNCATEGORIZED ]

We can scroll through the month and dates
as well as the various receipts he has added to his file. By being on a certain receipt,
Daniel is notified that some have still not
been categorized.

CATEGORIZE

Home

History

DO IT LATER

Account

Forecast

Settings

Daniel decides to take a photo of his receipt, but has the choice of emailing and
scanning it to himself. He can categorize
on the spot or have the chance later.

Categorizing Receipts
DE
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NO

SWIFFER DUS

CLEANING

YES

40CTMAPLEOA

GROCERY

NO

KISSES

CONVEN.

YES

CHEER 2X HE

CLEANING

YES

INCORRECT
CATEGORIZING

TRIWHTSPRMN

GROCERY

NO

BOOK

CATEGORIZE

NO

DO IT LATER
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GROCERY
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gROCERIES

TRIWHTSPRMN
TRIWHTSPRMN
TRIWHITEPEP

The app automatically copies the items
from the receipt and creates its own list
with automatic categorization. It is up to
Daniel to determine if it is a regular/irregular expense, and if the auto categories are
correct/incorrect.

L
Y

IGH
AT E N

BOOK

(Upper)
You are taken to a horizontal screen where
the incorrect categories from the previous
page are matched into correct categories
through the act of scrolling, and rewarded
for each time you categorize.
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(Lower)
By correctly matching categories with items
in this mini game, Daniel can easily correct
what the app has automatically categorized.

BUY NOW OR LATER

BUY NOW OR LATER

Money Ninja gives you financial insight right at the time you need it,
like before making an unplanned purchase.

MN: THIRD EYE

Let’s get some insight before you pull
the trigger.

$107

How much?

What category is it?

MY STYLE
CLOTHES

Is this a planned
expense?

YES

CANCEL

Home

Money Ninja has a sensing feature called
Third Eye that you can enable to help you
remember to think before you spend.

You can set it to alert you to check your
finances before you make a purchase, such
as when you are approaching a register.

History

NO

SUBMIT

Account

Forecast

Settings

It allows you to enter how much, think
about what kind of spending it is and if you
had planned to make this purchase.

BUY NOW OR LATER?

BUY NOW OR LATER

ACTIVITY HORIZON

Third Eye launches the Activity Horizon which allows you see what
transactions you have coming up in the near future and prompts you
to either FIND A WAY TO BUY NOW or WAIT TIL LATER

ACTIVITY HORIZON

EDIT ALL

EDIT HORIZON

Move sliders to change when it occurs
Pull down triangles to edit details
25th

28th

1st

FIXED REGULAR EXPENSE:

25th
[~17 da

25th
Friday
What
do brackets

1st
mean?

Electric ($50) and Gas ($30) are
due on the 25th each month

~17 da

[+$800] = estimate
28th
BAL ANCE

$948

Based on your history you usually
receive some
-$80 irregular income (from
$948
freelancing) averaging about $800
-$100
approximately every
46 days.

BAL ANCE

-$80

$801
WITH
PURCHASE

-$100

every Friday

[+$800]

WITH
PURCHASE

for weekend spending

-$700
[+$800]

Know something we don’t?

1st

FIXED REGULAR EXPENSE:
Rent ($700) is due on the 1st
each month

Sharpen your forecast by editing or
adding an expected date and amount
for income or expense

$0

BUY NOW

~17 days

$0
EDIT HORIZON

FIND A WAY TO

CLOSE

[ ESTIMATED INCOME ]
Based on past income trends
you get an average of $800
approvimately every 46 days

CANCEL

WAIT TIL LATER

If you say the purchase is unplanned, the
app pulls up your immediate activity horizon so you can see upcoming transactions
and what it would look like if you make the
purchase.

$100

you’ve set aside

$801
-$700

FLEXIBLE REGULAR EXPENSE:

Since Daniel’s income is irregular some of
the income points on the horizon are averaged estimates based on his past records.
He has the ability to solidify these when he
knows more about if and when he’ll get paid.

SAVE

For expenses that he has designated as
flexible, he can change the amount and
date to compensate for the purchase he
wants to make.

WAIT TIL LATER

BUY NOW OR LATER

ACTIVITY HORIZON

25th

28th

WAIT TIL LATER

EDIT ALL

1st

[~17 da

Way to exercise that
Ninja discipline!
get

BAL ANCE

$948

-$80

$801
WITH
PURCHASE

+10 pts for setting target

Name what you are saving for
-$100

Jack Russell Winter Coat
-$700
[+$800]

When would you like it?

Jan

25

2013

ADD A PHOTO

$0

FIND A WAY TO

BUY NOW

WAIT TIL LATER

After viewing your Activity Horizon, the app
prompts you to either FIND A WAY TO BUY
NOW or WAIT TIL LATER. If you want to buy
it, the app will let you adjust your flexible
expense amounts and when they happen.

CANCEL

SAVE

If you decide to wait, you are rewarded for
your restraint with points towards your lotto
ticket. The app also let’s you create a target
to save for and with a date.

You can take a picture of the item to help
keep you motivated to save for it.

WAIT TIL LATER

BUY NOW OR LATER

SAVING TARGETS

ADD A TARGET

EDIT

Jack Russel..Coat
$107
buy in June (6 mon)

SAVING TARGETS

CANCEL

Doing it for your future self =
Ninja foresight.

Jack Russel..Coat
$107
buy in June (6 mon)

+10 pts for setting a target

$35/wk

EDIT

$35/wk

FUNDS

FUNDS

Airfare Home
$500

Airfare Home

buy in June (6 mon)

ADD TO CATEGORY

$83/mo

$107

How much?

FUNDS

When would you like it?

Jan

25

ADD A PHOTO

ADD A TARGET

CANCEL
Home

History

Account

Forecast

2013

SAVE

Settings

The app breaks down the price into a manageable amount to save each week. You
can also create additional targets.

Adding a target gains you points as well
since you are practicing future planning and
looking out for your future self.

ADD A TARGET

Home

History

Account

Forecast

Settings

Instead of generic images, you can upload
pictures from your library that accurately
reflect why you want to save — in Daniel’s
case, it’s so he can see his parents.

SPENDING SCENARIO

spending scenarios

SPENDING SCENARIOS

Spending Scenarios help give a glance into the future on how a change would impact
your current situation. In this situation Daniel wants to know what happens if his rent goes up by $50.

REGULAR FIXED EX.

See what happens if you make a change
in spending.

Move the sliders to show the increase

What category is it?

MY GRUB

MY GRUB

$750 /mo

MY PAD

MY PAD
IRREGULAR/SINGLE
FLEXIBLE EXPENSE

REGULAR FIXED EX.

MY TECH

$700

MY ROUTE
REGULAR/REOCCURING
FIXED EXPENSE

MY FUN
MY STYLE

$30

MY SMARTS
IRREGULAR/SINGLE
INCOME

$20

RENT

ELECTRIC

GAS

moNTHLy

moNTHLy

moNTHLy

MY TECH
MY ROUTE

REGULAR/REOCCURING
INCOME

MY FUN
MY STYLE
CANCEL

Home

History

Account

Forecast

NEXT

Settings

The app makes you first decide what kind of
change: REGULAR/REOCCURING change or
IRREGULAR/SINGLE change, to help guide how
you think about your income and expenses.

If it’s an expense, you decide what part of
your budget this change would fall under.

[increase] X [duration] = [total]

CONFIRM
CHANGES

The budget categories pop open and Daniel
can slide the amount or tap on it and use his
number pad to enter an exact amount.

SPENDING SCENARIO

spending scenarios

REGULAR FIXED EX.

MY GRUB

REGULAR FIXED EX.

REGULAR FIXED EX.

MY GRUB

$800 /mo

MY PAD

$750

FIXED CATEGORIES

$800 /mo

MY PAD

$120 /mo

MY FUN

$750
$50
$30

$30

$20

$50
$20

$20

RENT

ELECTRIC

GAS

RENT

ELECTRIC

GAS

BOOZE

MUSIC

MOVIES

moNTHLy

moNTHLy

moNTHLy

moNTHLy

moNTHLy

moNTHLy

moNTHLy

moNTHLy

moNTHLy

MY TECH

MY TECH

MY ROUTE

MY ROUTE

MY FUN

MY FUN

MY STYLE

MY STYLE

RENT

$50 X 12 = $600 /yr

NEXT

The app multiplies the increase by its set
duration and calculates the overall amount
so Daniel can see how much more it is.

RENT
moNTHLy

$50

$280 /mo

MY STYLE

$200
$80
slide to
find the

$

SHOW
FLEX CAT.

Working with your current budget, the app
prompts you to SLIDE TO FIND THE MONEY.

RENT
moNTHLy

$50

$0

SHOW
ALL

You can move all your budgets or just focus on the categories that you have marked
as flexible categories.

SPENDING SCENARIO

spending scenarios

REGULAR FIXED EX.

REGULAR FIXED EX.

FIXED CATEGORIES

RENT
moNTHLy

(+$20) $100 mo

MY FUN

$50

$30

$20

$50

REGULAR FIXED EX.

$50

Funds Matched! Future self= :)

+10 pts for foreward thinking
RECAP SPENdiNG PLAN

BOOZE

MUSIC

MOVIES

moNTHLy

moNTHLy

moNTHLy

$280 /mo

MY STYLE

RENT

(-$50) $750 mo

MY FUN

(+$20) $100 mo

BOOZE

$200

MY STYLE

$80
CLOTHES

HAIR

moNTHLy

moNTHLy

RENT
moNTHLy

$50

$20

$30
(+$30) $250 mo

CLOTHES

SHOW
ALL

Daniel is able to decide what areas he can
cut back on to make the sacrifice for a
more expensive place.

$170

SAVE PLAN

APPLY NOW

SCHEDULE
PLAN

EXIT

When you have matched the amount needed you
are rewarded with points for future planning. You
have the option to SAVE your plan, APPLY it to your
current budge or SCHEDULE it for a later date.

